Gifts that Made the 2017 Grants Possible

The LGBT&S Alliance Fund is granting $52,835 to 13 programs this year and it is YOU—our donors—who have made this possible. The recipient organizations are making an incredible impact in Southern Arizona and for this, we are grateful. Thank you.

June 14, 2016-June 14, 2017

Gifts over $5,000
Gloria Devore
Roger Funk and Doug Noffsinger*
Sylvia Mulka
Miki Odawa*
Noel Matkin and Jim Sincox Fund

Gifts of $1,000-$4,999
Kelly Ault and Elizabeth Perkins
Colette Barajas and Kristen Birner*
Kent Burbank and Vicente Talanquer
Thom Carchedi
Chuzapalooza of Tucson
Dana Dawson, Development Plus
Sally Dodds
Cynthia Garcia*
Steve Henderson
Shelly Fishman and Bob Kafes
Bonnie Kay
Robert Nichol
Matt Carlton and Timothy Olcott
Jennifer Prill and Nan Snope
Anne Maley-Shaffner and Timothy Schaffner
Sunstreet Mortgage
Dianne J. Van Tasell*

Gifts of $250-$999
James R. Allender and Ken Hellwig
Paul M. Barby
Barbara D. Smith
Dorothy and CM Charitable Fund
Kathy Altman and Ivy Schwartz
Laura J. Waterman and Charles Siegfried
Rosey J. Koberlein
Steven Cohen and Michael Godnick
The John P. and Mary Sweig Wilson Fund
W. Scott Neeley and Stephen T. Russell
Walt Whitman Fund
Robert Bell and Tom Buchanan
Tabitha Fox
Michael LeBlanc and Kelly Huber
Richard Small
Brad Daughtry and Bryan Howard
Carol L. Lohmann*
David R. Wohl Allen B. Kinzey
Janice Welcher
W.A. Mason
Curt W. Beall
James J. and Louise R. Glasser
National Latino AIDS Awareness Day

Gifts of up to $250
Karen E. and P.R. Abrams
Lynn Davis and Chance Agrilla
Anonymous Donor
Paula A. Aboud and Terri L. Berg
Scott Blades*
Ronald E. Bogard Esq.
Maura Grogan Cornell*
Andrew Broan
Andrea Carmichael
Eloise M. Carrillo*
Nancy D. Cook*
Corinne Cooper
Ethan Cox and Michael Bilharz
K. L. Crofoot
Sandra Davenport
Suzanne S. Deconcini and Joseph A. Aurilio
John W and Barbara Fenimore*
Anne Ferro
Bob Fischella
Kevin Flanagan
Patricia Winter- Foran Glennon*
Chad Goebel
Brenda J. Goldsmith
Steven Gottlieb and Laura J. Penny
Philip and Anne-Marie Hall
Oliver Hickman and Darwin Strong
Alison M. Hughes Trust
Sally Hunter
Jerald L. Jergens
Darlene Jergens
Rodney D. Jilg, PH. D. and Nina Jilg Trasoff
J. Fenton Johnson
Michael E. Johnson and John C. Bruecker
Chow Che Keat
Billy Kidd and Andrew DeCreaeane
William L. and Linda S. Killian*
Lucy J. Kraft
Dick and Judith M. Kroese, PhD
Clyde Kunz and Brian Arthur*
Dr. Martin R. and Barbara R. Levy
Maggie Odigie
Ann Markowitz*
J.P. Martin
John W. Martin
Judith McDaniel and Jan Schwartz
Nancy J. McDonald
Glen A. and Annyce Meiners
Carlos S. and Alice M. Melendez
Thomas E. Melendez
David H. Messick
Cynthia Mick
James D. Moeller and Mary P. Aull-Moeller*
David L. Murray and James E. McPherson
Wayne O. and Marilyn J. Olsen*
Kelli Olson and Jennifer Hoefle Olson

*Gifts made in honor of Dr. Noel Matkin

Martha G. and Quintin Ortiz
Thaddeus Pace
Kenneth M. Peoples
JoLene Unruh and Linda R. Phillips
Barbara J. Prebis and Elizabeth L. Kennedy
Adam Ragan
James, Donna and Christopher Rochester
Joe D. and Judith F. Schillinger
Binka Schwann*
Sean Seeba
Emily Sherbrooke
Rochelle B. Sincox
Frances Sjoberg and Gail Browne
Dr. Barbara Starrett and Ms. Jo Ann Ellison
Philip Moul and Robert Stolaraki
Dean R. Taylor
Lavina Toner and Joyce M. Bolinger
Robert C. Vandegriff
Richard E. Wegner
Peter M. Weiblen*
Liane Wong*